Introduction aware of these facts, their main concern since has been with determining how to interpret the available linguistic evidence and to identify the language(s) Jesus would have spoken. 4 As will be seen in the next chapter, previous scholarly works mostly used conventional means, such as logical inferences, identification of linguistic and grammatical characteristics, historical arguments, or a combination of these in their investigation of the linguistic evidence. In some ways, it is easy to see that these studies have provided a wealth of information and a number of theories regarding the multilingual situation of ancient Palestine. In other ways, however, it is also fair to say that their methods of inquiry do not (as they probably cannot) really enable them to paint a clear portrait of the multilingualism of ancient Palestine. The earlier argument that Jesus typically or exclusively spoke Aramaic, or that he also spoke Greek on occasions, must now be spelled out clearly and explicitly. In the light of this discussion, I wish to note that Michael O. Wise's insight two decades ago is unpersuasive; he states: "Unfortunately, the nature of the linguistic evidence from ancient Palestine makes a complete linguistic analysis impossible. The best one can hope for is an approximation of the facts."5 If one were to accept Wise's argument, then it follows that future scholarly research cannot result in any hopeful investigation, let alone paint, even in the broadest strokes, a correct picture of the multilingual situation of ancient Palestine.
It is with regard to Wise's remark that I wish to situate this study. On the one hand, I do not believe that scholarly hopes for understanding the multilingual landscape of ancient Palestine should rest solely on approximation of facts. Even though we cannot make absolute claims for our findings, we can still continue to find new ways and develop new methods to understand better the linguistic milieu of the first century CE; assuredly, the responsibility of a research and development department is not just for the upkeep of the business, but also for its continuous growth and improvement. Thus, on the other hand, it still remains a noble goal to strive for a scholarly consensus, but only under two agreeable conditions: first, scholars must be willing to set aside, at least temporarily, what theological convictions are associated with particular
